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A Launch and Recovery System  LARS! was designed and

built to transport, launch, recover and support field

maintenance of an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle  AUV! under

development by the Marine Systems Engineering Laboratory

 MSEL! of the University of New Hampshire. Figure 1

displays the AUV prototype currently under development by

the MSEL design team.

The launch and recovery function is provided by a steel

A-frame truss mounted on two large 28 foot, 22 inch diameter

aluminum pontoons. To support the AUV, a cantilevered

cradle system is attached to the steel frame. Hoists are

also mounted to the frame for the purpose of raising and

lowering the AUV from the water. For maneuvering on the

water a small horsepower outboard motor is mounted to the

stern of the pontoon assembly.

Transportation of the pontoon system to and from the

test sight is accomplished using a 32 foot trailer modified

to meet the system requirements. The trailer is equipped

with a winch and rollers to facilitate loading and unloading

of the pontoon barge. The trailer is also equipped with a

cradle system to alleviate pontoon stress created by the AUV

weight during road transit.

The pontoon assembly, loaded with the AUV, is placed on

the trailer and transported to the desired boat launch.





During transport the AUV is fastened to the trailer cradle

system. At the boat launch the AUV is affixed to the A-

frame cradle system prior to backing the trailer into the

water to launch the pontoon barge. The barge is motored to

the launch sight where the AUV is lifted off the cantilever

cradle and lowered into the water to complete its mission.

The process is reversed when retrieving the vehicle.

This project presented several challenges to the LARS

project team which had to be overcome to meet the project

objectives. One of these challenges included allocating a

total budget of $3500, with estimated material costs in

excess of $7000. A complete conceptual design and prototype

had to be completed and tested in a nine month period ending

in May 1992. A final challenge was to use readily available

materials and manpower to create a prototype which will meet

all the requirements necessary to launch and recover an

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle.



LARS System Specifications:

~D 28 ft long, 7 ft wide
W ' ht: 2900 lbs fully loaded
~Pont n: Industry standard 28 ft, 22 in diameter aluminum

composition party boat pontoons
Bar an ubm r ible wei h: Estimated at 6100 lbs
Pro 1 i n f Bar e: 25.hp gasoline marine motor
Hoi in M chani m: 4000 lbs vertical lifting
H~ii P: 2DIH dD PCyl M '*B
W rk Platform; Surround the Barge on 3 sides for working on AUV
gh-Fr'~m: Constructed from low carbon structural steel

Trailer Trans ortation S stern:

D~ii: :3221 g dpi ld.l' ll I d Pi
Load: Trailer is capable of transporting a 17,000 lb load
~Hit h: A vehicle with a 2 5/16" Ball can transport the trailer
C~iB: 222 ll ID 2 3 g I I dd

party boat on a lake
Winch: 3000 lb capacity for hauling barge system on

and off the trailer



INTRODUCTION

An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle  AUV! is currently

under development at the University of New Hampshire's

Marine Systems Engineering Laboratory. This is a joint

project with the Bermuda Biological Station for Research and

the University of Hawaii at Manoa. The goal of these

organizations is to develop and deploy a relatively low cost

AUV to acquire ocean scientific data. This data is to be

acquired using existing ocean science sensors and then

compared to data previously attained with conventional ship

board systems. To satisfy the needs of this project a

Launch and Recovery System  LARS! is required to transport,

launch and retrieve the AUV during its testing phase. This

was accomplished through the Undergraduate Ocean Research

Program, UNH course TECH 697, which provides limited support

for such projects.

Three functional requirements had to be satisfied by

the system. These included transportation of the AUV to and

from the MSEL and the various test sites, launch and

recovery of the AUV between the shore and water, including

water transit, and support of all testing and field

maintenance during the AUV operations. Figure 2 displays

the LARS system prototype.

As with any project, there are many constraints and

requirements to be addressed with in the design and

production phases. Two of the main constraints were





designing around a previously determined budget and

completion with in the 1991/92 academic year time frame.

These set limitations on the design, material selection and

manufacturing processes. The LARS must accommodate size

restrictions set by the AUV designers. This entails

frequent interaction with AUV engineers due to changing AUV

parameters as its design progresses. LARS was designed for

stability in sea-state 2 conditions and an unbalanced

condition for crew and equipment weights of up to 800lbs

maximum. LARS was also designed around the availability of

standard parts, use of standard boat launches, meet state

and federal highway transportation codes and finally to keep

the system as safe and simple as possible.



PROJECT TEAM MANAGEMENT

The project team consisted of six undergraduate UNH

mechanical engineering students. The Fall semester of 1991

was devoted more to the initial conceptual design and

gaining initial cost estimates for major system components

and material. The initial organization of these six members

centered around a formal weekly meeting with the project

advisor and several informal team meetings. This proved

adequate for the first semester. The fall semester was

especially challenging for all six individuals. It was the

first semester of senior year and the entire LARS project

team was enrolled in Dr. Sedor's Naval Architecture course,

OE-751, to gain some insight into naval architecture

principles in order to accomplish the design.

During the early part of the spring semester the

conceptual design was firmed up and detailed design work

commenced. Materials were ordered and assembly started.

The members opted to keep the once a week formal meeting

with Dr. Sedor. The team was further !broken down into sub

teams of two to work on three of the major subsystems.

Deadlines were established for specific accomplishments with

each group. Individual efforts of these three teams would

combine with the Monday meetings to tackle large system

problems with the advisor.

These individual efforts seemed to work very well. The

three teams could produce results independently from the



larger unit, yet keep all efforts integrated. Individual

Schedules were much more flexible in that respect. Whenever

needed, the three teams would meet informally to discuss

problems with the project. What seemed to work well was the

fact that these groups of two would help each other out on

occasion. Any slack in one group was picked up by another

The project Advisor, Dr. Gerald Sedor, played a very

important role in the successful completion of this project.

He advised us on several different levels. These levels

consisted of: Mechanical Design, Personnel Management,

Pxoject Troubleshooting, and Materials/Industry

Acquisitions. Dr. Sedor helped the team by allowing the

group to always make the first move, with advice on proper

procedure soon to follow. Dr. Sedor was also instrumental in

obtaining many pieces of equipment and various donated

materials from the University and industry. His efforts were

the main factor in keeping our team within its allotted

budget.



Budget Cansideratioas

One of the biggest challenges in the completion of the

project was dealing vith budget and constraints. The

primary challenge with respect to the budget could be simply
'I

stated as constructing a system with estimated material cost

af approximately $7,000.00 for only $3,500.00. This budget

was raised from the original $3,000.00, to $3,500.00 based

upon need and available funds. Obviously, this project

could only be completed with the help and support of many

people who donated not only money but time as well. Some of

these are described below.

One major contributor was the local branch of Sears and

Roebuck, who generously donated three 3000 lb. capacity

winches, valued at a total of $731.00, and three deep cycle

marine batteries  $375.00! to operate the winches. Another

area which encountered costs larger than expected was the

acquisition of pontoons. The project team originally

planned to use pontoons currently owned by the University of

New Hampshire, but this was not feasible. Playbouy Pontoon

Inc., of Alma, Michigan, in conjunction vith Green s Narine,

of Hooksett New Hampshire, located a pair of suitable

pontoons and shipped them for $875.00, vhich is

significantly below market price. Since the project team

originally planned to acquire the pontoons at no cost the

$875.00 was not included in the budget. Through the efforts

10



Jere Chase, a gracious donation was received from the UNH

classes of 1936 and 1937 to cover this added expense.

Two other contributors aided in reducing the cost of

constructing the LARS. The trailer owner reduced the

trailer price by $300.00 and Boat U.S. provided marine

materials at wholesale price. See Figure 3 for detailed

budget description.

Other costs incurred were labor, telephone, and copying

expenses, gasoline reimbursements, rental charges for a

truck, materials for the frame etc. All machining of parts

was completed by the project tean members at the UNH machine

shop in Kingsbury Hall, under the direction of Robert

Champlin. This saved hundreds of dollars in machine shop

charges and was accomplished by project team members none of

whom had any previous experience machining metal. All

welding was completed by a UNH student at the rate of $15.00

per hour, a substantial rate below current shop charges

which typically are in the $40.00 per hour range. All

assembly of the trailer and pontoon frame system was

completed by the project team members, including painting of

the frame.

Another substantial contribution to this effect was

made by the Henschel Company, of Newburyport, NA. When the

aluminum pontoons arrived without much of the superstructure

shown on the drawings, the expertise of Henschel Co. in

welding aluminum was used to obtain and install the required

11
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aluminum structure for mounting the hoist support frame to

the pontoons.

Time Considerations

There was a substantial time constraint with the

project. The LARS Team had to design and build the LARS

System in two semesters. The completion date was to be May

20, 1992. The MSEL Group wanted to test their submersible in

the summer months, which required the use of the LARS System

for launch and recovery.

Figure 4 displays the predicted time schedule used at

the start of the design phase. This figure also displays the

deviation from this schedule. Various things contributed to

not adhering to the original plan. The acquisition of parts

through industry was one of the bigger set backs. This, and

many other obstacles met in the two semesters contributed

lag to the completion schedule.

13
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LARS PONTOON BARGE

General Description

The Pontoon Barge assembly serves two major purposes:

Buoyancy for flotation of the AUV and a structure for

lifting the AUV. The Structure is designed to accommodate

all of the LARS System's needs for functionality to meet the

objectives of the project. Budget and time limitations

dictated a structure that would be as simple as possible to

build,and provide the necessary structural integrity.

An "A" Frame space truss was chosen for it's simplicity

of design and ability to meet the performance requirements

necessary. The "A" design would allow both pontoons to

easily attach to the frame, give a top rail to mount a

hoisting system, and accommodate the subsystems necessary to

launch and recover the AUV.

The overall length of the frame was slightly longer

than the sub itself for the first iteration. At seventeen

feet long, this was quickly discarded because of material

weight problems and fabrication problems. An eight foot

frame was then chosen rather arbitrarily. As the group began

to design around the frame size, this length seemed to work

out perfectly.

A design problem related to the structure configuration

was whether to have the outer four legs oriented at an angle

 Figure 5! or vertically  Figure 6!. Ideally, the legs off

at an angle would be the best system for supporting sway

15
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motion  bow to stern sway as opposed to port-starboard sway

motion!. The final iteration was a compromise between

material efficiency and budget limitations. The vertical

leg configuration was selected, since the angled legs would

have cost hundreds of dollars more for machining expenses

and would have exceeded the budget.

Frame Design

The frame width chosen was based on major highway

regulations, which limits the total width of the LARS System

to a maximum of eight feet. Figure 7 shows the frame width

necessary for highway compliance.

Frame height was chosen to be 104 inches. This height

was selected based on the need for sufficient height to

allow lifting of the AUV out of the water while at the same

time remaining as low as possible for the following reasons:

highway codes dictate a certain height limit; standard

machining angles could be used for the legs; and general

instability would occur from having a weight placed high on

a floating structure. The higher the top of the structure,

the more material involved in the legs. This couples

directly into weight, and cost of the frame.

Once the frame configuration was Chosen, the next task

was to select frame material. Three options were evaluated:

steel, aluminum or polyvinyl chloride  PVC! tubing. Of the

three, aluminum would have been the optimum choice given



it's high strength to weight ratio, however it's cost was

prohibitive. That left steel or PVC. Steel had the

strength needed and machining properties that could be

handled by the group at UNH. PVC was investigated to

determine it's desirability in terms of cost, material

properties and machineability.

The PVC option was seriously considered, but discarded

after intensive consideration based on several factors. An

efficient method for attaching the frame to aluminum

pontoons could not be identified, which meant that the

pontoons would have to be specially constructed from PVC

piping. This would elevate the cost substantially as well

as require some very complicated machining. When dealing

with PVC, a large factor of safety  on the order of 10!,

needs to be used to help deal with the materials irregular

properties, especially that of catastrophic brittle failure.

For these reasons, PVC was eliminated and steel was selected

for the frame.

Although a lighter weight frame would be more

desirable, the 28 foot long pontoons, at 2 feet in diameter,

provide plenty of buoyancy to support the heavier steel

frame. Using steel simplified the machining, as welding

steel is easier than welding aluminum. And perhaps most

importantly, the steel could be acquired within the

project's budget.

19



Structural Parts of Frame

Figures 7 and 8 show the physical layout of the frame.

Several standard structural steel components were chosen and

employed to build the frame. System testing includes various

static and dynamic loads while in the water. A maximum sea

state operating condition of Sea State 2 was selected as

reasonable for the operating area and the design. The

maximum "g" loadings that the frame must be able to endure

under these conditions were obtained from reference one.

A structural "I" beam was chosen for the top member of

the A-Frame. An I shape member is the best choice for

bearing the two hoist loads that will lift the weight of the

AUV. This type of a member is also very rigid and secure in

the plane that the bending stresses will occur . A box beam

was considered, but the I beam was determined to be

technically adequate, less expensive and easier to use in

the assembly.

"C" Channels are used for the bottom two running plates

used to attach the legs of the frame to the pontoons.

Channel is an excellent choice for this application because

of good bending resistance in the plane experiencing the

loads. The width of a channel will give ample contact area

to properly secure the pontoons. The vertical weight forces

will be spread out over the large area that the channel

provides for this pontoon attachment. A box beam was

considered, but channel was chosen for it's larger
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attachment area, better bending properties and lighter

weight for the given application. Fastening the pontoons to

the bottom of the frame would be very difficult vith box

beam materials.

The legs form the basic triangle of the A Frame. A

material with superior bending resistance properties was

needed to complete the frame legs. Structural I beam was the

first. choice, as it's bending properties would be excellent

for the application. Machineability was the deciding factor

for eliminating this choice however. Steel tubing was the

next consideration. A large enough vali thickness and

diameter would provide the necessary bending properties.

However, machining odd angles on round tubing would be a

difficult task for inexperienced students. Box beam vas the

next best and was selected for the legs.

All other materials associated with the frame were

either small pieces of angle iron or flat bar steel stock.

These materials vere chosen for simplicity of completing

miscellaneous parts needed for the full functionality of the

pontoon barge.

23



Structural Analysis of Frame

In order to endure the violent loadings possible in sea

state 2, the physical characteristics of the structural

steel must be chosen fairly accurately. Physical redundancy

means excessive weight, instability, and inflated costs.

Physical inadequacy risks utter frame failure, and extremely

hazardous operating conditions. The frame was modeled on a

PC Based Stress-Strain Package called PC Stran.

The LARS Frame is a statically indeterminate structure.

Using just shear and moment equations to determine the

bending properties would not suffice. The group wanted to

see the frame behave under a lot of different load

conditions to simulate the varying severity of the sea

environment on the barge. A PC-Based Stress/Strain Package

"PC Stran" was employed to perform this analysis task.

PC Stran is a simplified version of Finite Element

Software. The frame is modeled as a space frame  as seen in

Figure 9!. Geometry is employed to determine each node in an

X, Y, 2 space determined by letting the left pontoon front

end represent 0, 0, 0. A node is where forces are located or

physical elements of the frame come together. Node locations

represent where lifting point forces or where legs attach

 for two examples! in 3-Dimensional Space.

These node locations are entered into the Package. A

graphical representation of the frame is can then be seen.

The user simply enters in the locations of all the loads

24
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imposed on the frame. Different load cases are realized with

this action. The appropriate values for the frame's

structural materials are entered as well.  These properties

include the weights, moment of inertias, etc.!

A graphical description and documentation is given for

each load case after computation. Our group simply kept

entering new structural material values and different load

cases until a strong enough frame was realized.  A frame

that would be reliable on the ocean sea state of 2 with a

factor of safety of 2 at all times.! This software tool

proved invaluable to the group in determining the proper

steel materials to order for the frame. The appendix has an

equipment list that details the choices made for all the

materials and mechanisms chosen for the system.

Frame Modularity

One of the design constraints established during the

conceptual design phase was that of modularity. Having a

modular frame system allows the frame to be easily

disassembled. Modularity has many advantages over a rigidly

welded A Frame. This frame could be stored in a small area.

Transportation of the pontoon barge system would be easier.

The pontoon barge can be easily repaired in the event that

one of the legs sustains damage. The frame and pontoons

could be used for several different applications if they are

easily separable. The frame could be a free standing hoist

26



unit for working on large heavy equipment, for example. The

pontoons could also be used for a different buoyancy

application. At a university where recourses are limited,

the need to support alternative projects or needs with the

same material is a common practice. Hence, the emphasis on

flexibility and modularity in design.

Figure 10 shows the layout of individual legs. The

angles of the legs were cut, and flat bar stock was machined

into plates that would be welded onto each end of the legs.

The I beam and two C Channels were drilled to accept these

legs. A bolted connection is used to complete the fastening

of the frame. All other connections were standard welds

completed by a qualified welder. Appendix D and E contains

the bolt and weld size information and analysis.

Frame Construction

The complete frame system vent through many design

iterations until a final design was selected where the

project team felt comfortable with proceeding to the

construction phase. The frame was drawn up with every detail

mapped out on Minicad+ CAD software. Working drawings vere

generated at this point.

There are only a few basic parts which make up the

frame in order to keep it as simple and functional asI

possible. There are a couple of important pieces of the

27
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frame in addition to the I Beam, Channel and Box tubing

previously mentioned. Flat bar stock was needed to make

triangular gussets to compensate for any possible sway

motion of the frame. Figures 8, 10 show this arrangement.

Flat bar was also needed to make "Collar Tie" type

reinforcements. Figure 7 displays this application. This

reinforcement is analogous to construction collar ties in a

roof application. If the frame was in a rigid application

all the time  i.e. no wave motion or motion period! all the

legs would be in pure compression. This fact makes these

ties a redundant support with a theoretical associated zero

force.

The frame was initially to be completed by a certified

machinist  with the angled outer legs as represented in

Figure 5! from raw stock to finish welding. The estimate for

this service was approximately $700 higher than could be

tolerated by the budget. Therefore the project team decided

to take on the machining responsibility itself. With this

change came the compromise of straightening the end. Legs, as

opposed to the more desirable angled legs. Compound angles

required of the angled end legs was well beyond the scope of

any of the members machining skills. Cost estimates for

structural steel were obtained from various steel yards and

material was purchased. CV Machine was especially helpful in

obtaining steel from Isaacson Steel Company in Berlin.

The initial construction phase involved cutting alL

material to the proper Lengths, widths and angles. Figure

29



10 shows the leg/end plate system employed for modularity.

The collar ties and gussets were then cut out on the steel

band saw. The I beam and channel pieces were cut to length.

All the pieces that needed angle cuts were then cut after

cutting to length was completed.

Drilling was the next step. The end plates for each leg

vere all drilled at the same time. All sixteen plates were

placed together and drilled simultaneously to insure proper
placement of all eight holes in each plate. A master plate
was chosen from this stack. This plate was placed on the

Channel and I beam pieces. This plate was placed so that the

same pattern of 9/16" holes could be drilled in each of the

two channels and single I beam. The collar ties were then

drilled.

The required 25 degree angle and height of the I beam

in the frame resulted in a situation where the legs would

interfere with the I beam flange. This was resolved by

cutting a notch in the I beam where the legs vould bind.

This small part of the flange was removed vith a cutting

torch for each of the eight legs, and the rough edges

smoothed over with a body surface grinder.

When the frame pieces were at the point where major

pieces could be integrated together, all the plates were

bolted into their respective positions on the Channel and I-

beam pieces  ready to accept the legs!. A wood jig was made

to raise the I-beam up and hold it in a vertical equilibrium

position. This jig also spaced the Channel pieces equally

30



out to the sides. The I-beam and Channel were actually

drywall-screwed into this jig for temporary rigidity. The

legs were fastened to the frame once these three basic

components were in place. Each leg was laid into place,

observed for correct fit  to a tight tolerance for angle

opening, and overall height! and spot welded in place, the

top plate against the l-beam and the bottom plate against

the channel. All eight legs were done this way, and only one

needed slight re-machining in order to fit properly. This

method was developed based on consultation with Charles

Seavey, Jr.  of CV Machine!. The advice was not to assemble

each leg system independently but proceed as previously

mentioned, since numerous problems could result from single

leg system assembly. The legs might not all be exactly cut

equally, for example. Another potential problem results from

the heat added when spot welding. This heat would most

likely have distorted the legs to the point where they would

not go together properly on the I-beam.and Channel.

The whole frame was then disassembled for the purpose

of finishing the weld beads all around each leg system. The

welding could not be done properly with the legs in a

vertical position. This was most unfortunate, however, since

the finish welding heat made the plates on each end of the

leg bow to a considerable extent. Every leg had to be beaten

at both ends to get the plates sufficiently straight for

future frame assembly. The frame was subsequently assembled

for installation of the shear gussets and collar tie plates.
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Spot welding was done with the frame in a vertical position,

then the frame was then disassembled to allow for finish

welding to take place. The frame was now completed and ready

for finishing.

Structural steel comes in a very rusty condition when

acquired from steel yards. The finished frame assembly was

very rusty at the time of structural completion. The project

team was able to obtain sandblasting services from a local

steel tank manufacturer  Fedco Industries, Inc.! at no cost.

The sandblasting prepared the surface  down to shining, bare

metal! for priming and finish paint. After sandblasting, the

frame  shipped in pieces! was transported to a local

autobady shop, who provided  again, at no cost! time, space

and use of equipment to spray paint the frame. High quality

car enamel paint and a special marine  red oxide! primer was

used as a protective coating, as the sea environment is very

corrosive. Galvanizing the entire frame would have been the

best choice for corrosion protection from the sea, but the

cost of doing so was prohibitive.

The frame was then complete and ready for the

application 'of the various subsystems that make the system

functional. These include the fixed AUV Cradle, Hoist

System, Work Platforms, and Propulsor Systems.
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Pontoon Description

A PVC structural pontoon was initially considered and

evaluated for use on the LARS floatation vehicle. These PVC

pontoons were to consist of a large diameter duct with end

caps welded at each end. Circular reinforcing rings of PVC

would be attached to modify the structure enabling it to

bear heavy loads during use. PVC offered many desirable

qualities when first analyzed. The physical properties of

the material such as fatigue, corrosion resistance, and ease

of manufacture were examined. With the PVC the length of

the pontoon could be varied depending on the buoyancy

needed. There were two main disadvantages with this

structure: weight, and mode of engineering failure. The

PVC's weight per foot of pontoon length made them fairly

heavy for a floatation unit. The failure mechanism that the

PVC would most likely encounter would be fracture without

yielding, causing catastrophic failure in the pontoon. For

these reasons the use of aluminum pontoons was investigated.

The wide use of aluminum pontoons in "party boat"

applications suggested its possible use in the LARS. The

aluminum pontoon was chosen because of its light weight

ease of modification and availability.

The buoyancy requirements were calculated using a

spreadsheet to total all equipment and material weights.

This spreadsheet is located in Figure ll. The data displays

the approximate weight of the pontoon barge of 2,696 pounds,
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which, added to the estimated weight of the AUV of 3,500

pounds, results in an estimated total system weight of 6,196

pounds. For design and safety requirements the pontoons

were to be kept at or below half draft under all loading

conditions. Using the standard diameter for pontoons of .

this size �4 inches!, a plot of the buoyancy force in

pounds verses the draft in inches was developed. This plot

is given in Figure 12 for two pontoon lengths, 24 ft and 28

ft, which are industrial standard sizes. Using the

calculated required buoyancy, the curve for the 24 foot

length yields a draft of almost 16 inches, compared to the

13 inch draft with the 28 foot length. The 28 foot pontoons

met the maximum draft requirement and was selected for this

design.

Pontoon Modifications

The 28 foot pontoons as received differed from the

manufacturer's specifications and drawings. The plans

received from the supplier in January showed the existence

of inverted C Channel welded along the pontoons. The system

design was based on having this channel to bolt up with the

channel on the bottom of the frame. The pontoons as received

did not have these continuous channel pieces present. Small,
flimsy pieces of aluminum were fastened to the sides of the

pontoons. This unexpected and unplanned for configuration

was a major set back. Plans had been designed around the
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configuration shown on the suppliers drawing and the frame

prototype built accordingly. The as received condition

presented a challenge in providing the necessary structural

integrity for the pontoon barge. Rapid reengineering was

required to meet schedules. The project team modified the

design to include two twenty foot pieces of aluminum channel

that -could be welded to the pontoons. The channels present

on the frame were bolted to these two channels to make the

design work. Support by the Henschel Co. of Newburyport MA

in obtaining the material and welding the channels to the

thin pontoons helped save the day!

Since the frame is only ten feet long, a bending moment

and shear are present at the locations on the pontoons

where the frame ends  i.e., there vill be seven feet of

pontoon left out on each sids of the frame. See Figure 8!.

The use of the 20 foot aluminum channels minimizes this

problem while providing for an attachment between the

pontoons and the frame. The tventy foot channel spreads the

vertical weight load out over a large area, and the long

length of each aluminum channel significantly reduces shear

load.ing at the pontoon edges as well as the bending moment

at any point on the pontoons.
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Stability

The pontoon barge design incorporates an ability to

operate safely under sea-state two conditions, as described

in reference 1. This included choosing weld and bolt

designations capable of bearing the loads. The standard

analysis used to determine the necessary weld and bolt sizes

was taken from reference 2. This analysis, which was done

on the most highly stressed frame section, is shown in

appendices D and E. Material specifications were chosen

taking into account the safety factors necessary to meet

sea-state two conditions.

It is highly desirable for the pontoon barge to operate

with the pontoons not more than half submerged when the

barge is loaded to its maximum design condition. The 28

foot pontoons used on this system experience a draft of

eleven inches when fully loaded with the weight of equipment

and crew totalling 6200 lbs. A graphical analysis was

performed depicting drafts for various ranges of weights and

is shown in Figure 12.

During some phases of operation, crew and equipment may

be distributed unevenly on the pontoon barge. The wide

catamaran configuration selected for this design provides

great resistance to lists induced by transverse changes in

the center of gravity. The equation shown below illustrates

the effect a transverse change of the center of gravity has

on list angle
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GGnew = The distance between the new center of gravity

caused by a transverse addition and the

original center of gravity

GM = The distance between the center of gravity and

the metacenter

$ = Angle of list caused by the weight addition

The derivation of the above equation is shown in reference

3. Central to stability is the geometric locations of the

center of gravity, center of buoyancy and the metacentric

height in relation to the lowest point of the pontoons.

This calculation as well as the calculations of the

parameters included in the above equation are shown in

appendices B, C, F and G. An off-center 800 lb load of crew

and equipment located on one side of the pontoon barge

causes an angle of list of approximately 1.5 degrees.

This was considered a "worst case" off center load.
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LARS SUB-SYSTEMS

Hoist System

The AUV is lifted and lowered out of the water with an

electric hoisting system. The ideal system would consist of

a single hoist located at the center of the I beam. This

hoist would lift the AUV from two points to keep it stable.

A hoist designed to accomplish this was identified, but its

cost was more than 2/3 of the total project budget,

precluding its use and presenting one more challenge to the

design team.

The project team considered using winches similar to

those used on Jeeps and other trucks. Sears and Roebuck at

the Fox Run Mail were contacted and agreed to donate three

winches and three deep cycle marine batteries. Although the

winches could sustain the vertical weight of the AUV with no

problem, winches are not designed to be used as hoisting

mechanisms. The rotors on the motors are not designed to be

locked. In a stall condition, the starter will heat up with

a 180 Amp stall current, which would burn the winches out in

seconds. This required that the AUV must always be in motion

when the winches are running either up or down, and presents

a problem with operating the fixed cradle subsystem. The

AUV must somehow be lifted out of the water and held in a

fixed position for an indefinite amount of time while the

crew readies the fixed cradle.
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A simple solution was chosen. The system design was

modified to include two winches mounted to the main I beam

of the frame. Figures 13 and 14 display this setup. Pulley

blocks with appropriate hooks are employed to lift the AUV

in two "hard points" located on the top of the sub. These

pulley blocks will effectively cut each winch load

approximately in half. I beam flange clamps are used to

secure the end of the winch lines after going through the

pulley block. These clamps are very useful in compensating

for sway motion of the submersible bow to stern. Figure 14

displays this clearly.

Both winches are wired together into a single grip that

one crewman can operate. The wiring in the grip is such that

one gets optimum control over both winches. This control

consists of individual control of lift/lower for each winch.

The AUV position in the frame can be corrected if it starts

to tilt  trim bow/stern!. Either winch can be activated to

lift or lower the submersible as needed to regain a level

lifting position.

The electronic control was approached from several

different angles. Electric relays and ZGBT Power Transistors

were looked at for power control of the winches. Power DPDT

Toggle switches were used to switch the polarity of the

battery voltage in the end.  Changing the battery polarity

allows the winches to lift or lower a load.! The toggle

switches were the simplest approach to the problem. Figure
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15 displays the wiring necessary to facilitate this control

action.

The AUV recovery phase dictates that the submersible

has to be held in place once it reaches its recovery height

in the frame. Figure 7 displays the holding system. The

submersible is effectively brought above its temporary

equilibrium point for recovery. Slack in the permanent hook

line will be present. The crewman simply slips the permanent

hook into the hard point. The submersible is lowered in this

same motion until the permanent hook's line becomes taught.

The AUV will now rest on these two lines firmly attached to

the I beam until it is ready to assume its transport

position on the fixed cradle. Launching is just the

opposite.

The batteries required to power these two winches are

protected at all times. Each battery is placed in a separate

watertight battery box. Both batteries are deep cycle marine

batteries delivering 900 cold cranking amps when fully

charged.





Prapulsiom System

For propulsion, the LARS system utilizes a gasoline
4

engine of 25 hp. It is hand controlled from the back of the

pontoons, much in the same way a small dingy is driven. The

motor is of ample size to propel the loaded LARS vehicle

through it's tasks, yet is modular in that it is easily

removed for servicing or replacement.

The motor is a Mercury Marine type, mounted of the back

of the system using clamps which are a part of the motor. A

cross piece is mounted, an L shaped steel member to provide

a base for mounting the motor as well as providing greater

structural rigidity of the LARS vehicle.

The motor is operated in standard fashion. When in

land transit, the motor tips up and locks, providing

clearance for loading and unloading the vehicle. once in

the water, the motor is tilted down such that the propeller

is in the water. The operator stands on a platform that

extends across the back of the vehicle between the pontoons

and directs the movement of the vehicle.
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On Board Cradle System

During some phases of operation the LARS vehicle motion

is extreme. Rough seas as well as loading and unloading

both have this potential. These conditions can induce large

stresses in the frame and make it difficult for. operators to

perform basic maintenance on the AUV if it is supported only

by its cables. The AUV would sway with the disturbing

motion, creating a potential hazard for the operators.

For these reasons it was decided to devise a mechanism

to affix the AUV rigidly to the LARS frame. An on board.

cradle system was devised which is essentially two simple

cantilevered beams which swing underneath the AUV and allow

it to be lowered onto them. The AUV is being designed with

hard points under its battery compartments that will support

the submarine weight, however the details of these

hardpoints have not yet been finalized by the AUV designers.

For this reason the cantilevered beams have no pins or

receptacle devices designed to come into contact with the

AUV surface. The cantilevered beam supports are being left

unaltered to permit easy modification after the AUV hard

point design has been finalized.
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Trailer Assembly

To transport the pontoon system and AUV between MSEL

and its field test site, some type of trailer was needed. A

32 foot, double axle steel frame trailer was located through

a private sale. This trailer was chosen because of its load

capacity and its ease of modification. The load capacity is

rated at 17,000 pounds which is well above the LARS total

system weight. The modifications to the trailer that were

necessary would not cause problems because its simple I-beam

open structure.

To relieve stress from the pontoons during road

transit, a support system attached to the trailer was

designed and installed. This system is similar to the

cradle system explained earlier that is attached to the

pontoon frame system. The main difference is that the

trailer cradle system is permanently fixed to the main l-

beams on each side of the trailer. A diagram of the

transportation subsystem is given in figure 16.
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Trailer Launch and Recavery Operations

The process of launching the LARS pontoon / AUV system

is similar to that of a regular boat. The system is

designed for use with any standard boat launching ramp.

This allows testing of the AUV at various testing sites.

The process of launching the AUV starts with the transfer of

the AUV from the trailer support cradle system to the

pontoon and frame support system. The trailer should be

stationary on a level surface during this transition. The

AUV is raised off of the support system fixed to the

trailer, while still in the up position, the second support

system is swung and locked into place. The AUV is then

lowered onto the support cross beams. At this point the

LARS is ready to be backed down the boat ramp and into the

water. The trailer is sufficiently long to enable it to be

backed far enough into the water which will allow the

pontoon barge system to begin to float off of the trailer.

Once the pontoon barge system with the AUV are completely

afloat and away from the trailer, the troller motor can be

used to power the system to the testing site. At the test

site the AUV is again raised to detach it from the support

system. When the support system is cleared from the

underside of the AUV, it is ready to be lowered into the

water to start its mission. At the completion of its

mission, the pontoon barge is positioned over the AUV in

order to hoist it out of the water. Once the AUV is
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attached to the support system, the pontoon barge can be

powered back to the boat launch site. To load the system

back on the trailer, a winch system is used. The winch is

attached to the front of the trailer which will latch onto

the front of each pontoon. When the pontoon system is

completely pulled onto the trailer it is securely fastened

to the trailer frame for transportation.
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TESTING PROGRAM

A test program was developed to validate the

operability of the pontoon barge and the trailer system.

There are several phases to the test program. First, the

trailer system was initially tested to determine that it was

fully functional and able to launch and recover the pontoon

barge/AUV combination with relative ease using standard boat

launches.

The pontoon barge was subject to several tests.

Initially it was floated out into a lake to test for general

seaworthiness. An inclining experiment was conducted to

determine actual stability. The troller motor system was

tested to determine its adequacy in maneuvering the heavily

loaded pontoon barge around a lake. Finally, the hoist

system will be tested ta see if it is properly functioning.

Future test procedures would include an ocean trial.

This would add the element of a hostile sea state and

provide a more severe test of the adequacy of the system.
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CONCLUSIONS

The LARS system provides a simple, reliable and

effective means of transporting an AUV over a highway

system, launching and recovering the AUV, and providing a

field test and maintenance platform during AUV test

operations. Although the LARS system as designed and built

is functional, there are areas that could be improved with

future refinement. For example, bumpers could be mounted

around the pontoons to help protect both the system and

those working around it. In the interest of safety, full

working platforms could be fitted with lifelines running the

length of both pontoons and across the back by the troller

motor. For as long as the system is in use, constant

development will insure that the system remains. functional

and up to date.

In terms of lessons learned, each group member would

agree that this has been a worthwhile if hectic experience.

Very few engineering classes available to undergraduates

instill an appreciation for skills such as time management

and group dynamics as this project did. Members received a

taste of the real world and learned a great deal about

problem solving techniques. One particularly important

lesson involved financial recourses; almost anything can be

accomplished with an unlimited budget, but real skill comes

in producing a product on time and on a limited budget.
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There are many people to thank for their assistance,

and we refer the reader to the acknowledgement section in

the appendix. But most of all we appreciate the time and

dedication given to us by Dr. Sedor, who guided us,

encouraged and kicked us as necessary. The Tech 697 course

gave us the ability to take a concept from design to

completion, and the lessons learned in doing so are things

that can be learned no where else.
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Quantity:Part:
Le s
To Frame Su ort

Bottom Frame Su ort
168" X 1/4" Steel Flat Bar

6" X 1/4" Steel Flat Bar
Trian ular Gussets
"Collar Ties"

16Le Plates  To /Bottom
Pulle Block

Sears "Su erwinch Xl"

22" X 28' Pla Buo Pontoon
Winch

Pontoon

Front/Back Plates

Fixed Cradle
4" X 4" X 3/8" An le Iron

Batte Case

Fasteners Man !

30 ftElectrical Wire

To le S witch/Winch

Quantity:Description:Part:
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Cradle Pivot Assembl

Pro ulsor

Winch Batte

Appendix A
LARS System Parts List

Description:
4"X3 "X3/16" X 8' Steel Tubin
W8 X 18.4 X 10' Steel I Beam

C8 X 11.5 X 10' Steel Channel Iron

6" X 1/4" Steel Flat Bar
Sears "Su erwinch" Pulle Blocks

2"X2"X3/16" An le Iron
4" X 4" X 3/8" X 6' Steel Tubin

25 Horse ower Trollin Motor  Gas!
900 Am Sears Dee C cle Marine

Sears Die Hard Sealed Bane Box

1/2", 3/8" Grade 5 Bolts, Nuts, Washers
8 AWG Hooku Wire

Newark Electronics Power To le DPDT

Trailer Trans ortation S stem:



Appendix 8

Pontoon Barge Stability Representation

r avity

Uoyancy
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